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Abstract
Money laundering has urged the need for machine learning algorithms for combating illicit
services in the blockchain of cryptocurrencies due to its increasing complexity. Recent studies
have revealed promising results using supervised learning methods in classifying illicit Bit-
coin transactions of Elliptic data, one of the largest labelled data of Bitcoin transaction graphs.
Nonetheless, all learning algorithms have failed to capture the dark market shutdown event
that occurred in this data using its original features. This paper proposes a novel method
named recurrent graph neural network model that extracts the temporal and graph topol-
ogy of Bitcoin data to perform node classification as licit/illicit transactions. The proposed
model performs sequential predictions that rely on recent labelled transactions designated
by antecedent neighbouring features. Our main finding is that the proposed model against
various models on Elliptic data has achieved state-of-the-art with accuracy and f1-score of
98.99% and 91.75%, respectively. Moreover, we visualise a snapshot of a Bitcoin transac-
tion graph of Elliptic data to perform a case study using a backward reasoning process. The
latter highlights the effectiveness of the proposed model from the explainability perspective.
Sequential prediction leverages the dynamicity of the graph network in Elliptic data.

Keywords Graph neural network · Long short-term memory · Bitcoin blockchain ·
Anti-money laundering

1 Introduction

The Bitcoin blockchain has rapidly evolved since its first appearance in 2008 by [1] and is
viewed as the decentralised bank of the bitcoin crypto-token, where transactions are digitally
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signed, processed in a peer-to-peer protocol and stored in an immutable sequence of blocks
known as the blockchain network. The functionality of Bitcoin has potentially lured many
of the public worldwide due to its strong security as an immutable ledger and its quasi-
anonymity of its transactions [2]. The term ‘quasi-anonymity’ explains the hidden identity
but the transparency and traceability of transactions on the blockchain. Due to its quasi-
anonymity, criminals have perceived Bitcoin as a facilitator for financial crimes such as
money laundering which is the process of disguising illegal funds to legitimate ones by mix-
ing or exchanging [3]. On the other hand, the public availability of crypto-coins data has
promoted cryptocurrency intelligence companies to provide anti-money laundering (AML)
solutions. In the early years of the Bitcoin launch, analysing the flow of payments and iden-
tifying illegal services on the Bitcoin graph network have arisen using a heuristic clustering
procedure such as in [4]. However, analysing the graph network of Bitcoin transactions has
become burdensome with the massive growth of Bitcoin data in recent years. Meanwhile,
machine learning has adequately become a prominent way to cope with a large amount of
Bitcoin data to detect illegal services, such as the case study [5]. The original work in [5]
has proposed an AML solution on the public Elliptic data, one of the largest data of Bitcoin
transaction graphs that incorporates more than 200k nodes as transactions and approximately
234k edges as payments flow. Referring to Fig. 1, this data comprises 49 distinct directed
acyclic graphs of Bitcoin transactions belonging to 49 time-steps and acquires partially
labelled nodes of 21% licit transactions (e.g. miners) and 2% illicit transactions(e.g. scams,
PonziScheme). Each node acquires 166 features, wherein the first 94 features (timestep +
local features) are derived from the raw transaction information (e.g. the number of out-
puts/inputs, transaction fees, unique inputs/outputs,...) and the remaining 72 features (global
features) are aggregated from the neighbouring transactions up to 1-hop from the main node
referring to [5]. The original study on this data has performed a comparison between classical
supervised learning and graph neural networks to classify licit/illicit transactions, wherein
the random forest has outperformed all other methods. Hereinafter, a substantial number

Fig. 1 Total node counts (top subplot) and labelled node counts (bottom subplot) versus timesteps of Elliptic
data
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of studies have been conducted on this data such as in [6–10], where part of these studies
has focused on novel models for improving the classification of licit/illicit transactions and
some have experimented uncertainty estimations beside the predictions. Besides the original
features of the mentioned data, another study has proposed additional features by exploring
the Bitcoin transaction graph using a set of random walks to the previous illicit transactions
so-called GuiltyWalker method [11]. This work has contributed to a significant performance
of accuracy of 98.3% using the random forest classifier, whereas the procedure used in [11]
has induced, in an indirect way, some data leakage which is to be discussed.

The previouswork on this data has commonly failed to capture the ‘darkmarket shutdown’
event that occurred during the collection of this data at time-step 43. The rapid increase of
unexpected events such as the dark market shutdown event in the Bitcoin blockchain poses
the following research question:

How can machine learning use the graph network and its temporal information to capture
the dynamicity of the features for improved prediction in Bitcoin data?

To address the research question, we propose a novel approach as an AML solution
to classify the licit/illicit nodes of the Bitcoin transaction graph using a recurrent graph
neural network (referred to as RecGNN). This model exploits the temporal behaviour and
the Bitcoin graph structure of Elliptic data for effective predictions. Our proposed model
combines a modified version of long short-term memory (abbreviated by M-LSTM) model,
intertwined with evolving layer on its cell state, with the spatial graph neural neural network
(GNN). Meanwhile, GNN involves a learnable matrix on local graph neighbourhoods up
to k-hop to produce the graph embeddings. But, this aggregation of information between
neighbouring nodes in GNN has restrained the classifier from further improvement on this
data in accordance with previous studies. To mitigate this issue, we introduce two additional
features onElliptic data besides the local features.Given a certain node, its additional features,
named antecedent neighbouring features (ANF), are derived from the representations of the
antecedent nodes up to 1-hop of the given node. The overall approach imitates a sequential
predictionmodel, inwhich node prediction is based on its immediate antecedent neighbouring
node labels. We also train various supervised learning methods against RecGNN using the
local features concatenated with the introduced features (LF+ANF) on Elliptic data. We
evaluate and compare the performance of these models using accuracy, precision, recall,
f1-score, receiver-operation-curve (ROC) and area-under-curve (AUC). Moreover, we also
discuss the performance of RecGNN in comparison to the best performing models that
appeared in previous studies on Elliptic data. As a result, we show that the proposed model
RecGNNhas attained the highest accuracy on this data outperforming all benchmarkmethods
including random forest for the first time. Lastly, we visualise a snapshot of the graph network
of Elliptic data at timestep 43 (during the dark market shutdown event). Afterwards, we
intuitively perform a backward reasoning procedure to predict the label of an antecedent
node given the current node. Exploiting the temporal and graph structure of antecedent
nodes with RecGNN reveals a very promising framework for combating money-laundering
in Bitcoin.

In Section 2, we seek to discuss the related work in the context of analysing Bitcoin data.
Section 3 provides the methods used to perform node classification of licit/illicit transactions.
Section 4 presents the experiments and results that are discussed in Section 5. Section 6
introduces visualisation and a case-study on the givenBitcoin transaction graph. Furthermore,
a conclusion and future directions are stated in Section 7.
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2 Related work

Tracking, discovering and extracting knowledge have become an indispensable and growing
field in the Bitcoin blockchain network since its appearance [12]. For instance, analysing the
Bitcoin network has been considered initially in [4, 13, 14] who provided the fundamental
techniques of analysing the behaviour of Bitcoin transactions. Also, the work in [15] has
proposed a framework for forensic analysis of illicit transactions and addresses in Bitcoin.
Generally, previous studies have encompassed quantitative analysis of Bitcoin graphs, trace-
ability of transactions and addresses, and visual analytics tools referring to [13–18]. However,
such studies require intelligent methods when dealing with the immense data of the everlast-
ing Bitcoin blockchain. The growing complexity of Bitcoin data has urged the importance of
using machine learning algorithms that are capable of digesting large amounts of data. Thus,
[19], unsupervised learning using K-means clustering was applied to identify anomalies in
Bitcoin data. Moreover, classical supervised learning methods were performed in [20] to
classify the non-identified clusters in Bitcoin data. Previous studies have widely examined
various machine learning algorithms to combat money laundering in cryptocurrencies. Ellip-
tic data, a sub-graph of the Bitcoin network, has received meticulous attention as one of
the largest graph network data of partially labelled Bitcoin transactions as introduced in [5].
This study has benchmarked various classical supervised learning algorithms against graph
convolutional networks (GCNs) to capture illicit transactions, wherein random forest has
revealed superior success over all other learning methods. Subsequently, this data has been
subject to substantial experiments by the research community. In [6], an ensemble learning
algorithm as a combination of classical bagging algorithms has classified illicit transactions
outperforming the initial work in [5]. The study in [7] has highlighted the power of using
GCN layers with linear layers to recover any feature loss. EvolveGCN that applies LSTM
on the weights of the GCN model to capture the dynamism of Bitcoin transaction graphs
[8] has shown significant performance in capturing illicit transactions. The recent boosting
learning algorithm, an adaptive version of extremely gradient boosting (ASXGBoost), has
been proposed in [21] to classify illicit Bitcoin transactions. The latter work has presented
an extensive comparative analysis on this data wherein boosting algorithms have admitted
promising results. A very recent work [22] that takes advantage of the dynamical changes
of the Bitcoin transaction graph of Elliptic data has introduced graphlet spectral correlation
analysis. This work has proposed a two-stage random forest classifier associated with the
GCN model using different configurations on train/test set split. Using the original train/test
split on Elliptic data as in [5], this model has attained a weighted f1-score of 82.1% [22].
However, these models on Elliptic data have commonly failed to capture the dark market
shutdown event using its original features. In addition, the self-attention mechanism has
been explored with the same data using graph attention networks [23] which revealed high
performance. Also, a combination of GCN followed by the LSTM model, so-called MGC-
LSTM, is presented in [24] that explores the graph structure up to k-hops and the temporal
information of this data. The latter two studies have been carried out using different settings
of train/test sets, where the results do not convey a fair comparison. On the other hand, a
study in [11] has presented the GuiltyWalker method to provide more features on this data
derived from a set of random walks from a given node to the antecedent illicit transactions.
Briefly, these features involve quantitative statistics on the collected random walks such as
mean size, median size, number of distinct illicit nodes, ...etc. These new features besides
the original features of Elliptic have provided a significant improvement with an accuracy of
98.3% using random forest as well as improving predictions of the occurred shutdown event.
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The pitfall of this study [11] is that the nodes with no path to preceding fraudulent nodes
are dismissed and assigned the value -1 as missing features. This prior knowledge before
processing random walks has indirectly caused data leakage in the node features, whereas
random walks should be fairly performed on all the nodes.

Motivated by the preceded studies, we present the RecGNNmodel, as a sequential predic-
tion model, that is fed with the additional ANF features besides the local features of Elliptic
data. ANF features leverage the representations of the neighbouring nodes towards the node
of interest, wherein ANF mitigates the loss of the aggregated neighbourhood information by
GNN. On the other hand, RecGNN considers the temporal and graph structure of Elliptic
data that leads to a superior performance over all preceded studies as well as capturing the
closure of dark market event.

3 Methods

In this section, we first present the RecGNNmodel that is used to perform node classification
on the Bitcoin transaction graph. Then, we introduce the two additional features that we refer
to by ‘ANF’ (antecedent neighbouring features).

3.1 RecGNN: recurrent graph neural netowork

The proposed model encompasses a modified version of LSTMwith GNN and an additional
linear layer to output the predictions.

3.1.1 LSTM: long short-termmemory

Consider a graph network of Bitcoin transactions at timestep t as Gt= (Vt , Et ) and its relevant
adjacency matrix At ∈ R

n×n , degree matrix D ∈ R
n×n , where Vt and Et are the sets of

nodes as transactions and edges as payments flow, respectively, with ‖Vt‖ = nt being the
number of transactions at t th timestep. Let Xt ∈ R

n×dx be the nodes features matrix with
dx -dimensional features and layer output Ht ∈ [−1, 1]n×dh as and states Ct ∈ R

n×dh with
dh-dimensional embedding features. Referring to [25], the original LSTM model can be
expressed as:

It = σ(Wxi ∗ Xt + Whi ∗ Ht−1 + wci � Ct−1 + bi ),

Ft = σ(Wx f ∗ Xt + Whf ∗ Ht−1 + wc f � Ct−1 + b f ),

C̃t = tanh(Wxc ∗ Xt + Whc ∗ Ht−1 + bc)

Ct = Ft � Ct−1 + It � C̃t ,

Ot = σ(Wxo ∗ Xt + Who ∗ Ht−1 + wco � Ct + bo),

Ht = Ot � tanh(Ct ),

(1)

where � being the Hadamard product, * is the product operation between matrices, σ(.)

the sigmoid function and tanh(.) the hyperbolic tangent function. The rest of the notations
refer to LSTM layer parameters as follows: It , Ft , Ot ∈ [0, 1]n×dh are the input, forget, and
output gates, respectively. The weights Wx . ∈ R

dh×dx ,Wh. ∈ R
dh×dh , wc. ∈ R

dh and biases
bi , b f , bc, bo indicate the parameters of LSTM.

In our experiments, a slight modification is applied to the original LSTM by modifying
cell state C̃t and Ct which leads to further improvement. We refer to the modified LSTM
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version by M-LSTM with the following modifications:

C̃t = tanh(Wxc ∗ Xt + Mt + bc),

Ct = Ft � Ct−1 + (1 − Ft ) � C̃t ,
(2)

and Mt is provided as:

ReLU(EvolveLinear(Whc ∗ Ht−1,Wt ))),

where ReLU is the activation function, Wt is the weights of a linear layer, and EvolveLinear
is similar to EvolveGCN-O model proposed in [8] but with a linear layer instead of the
graph convolutional network as defined in Algorithm 1. The modification in Ct (cell state)
is adopted from the hidden layers of the gated recurrent unit (GRU) referring to [26].

Algorithm 1 EvolveLinear.
Require: :

• Linear layer with initialised weights: Wt .
• LSTM model with initialised weights.
• Input:

– Wt : Weights of linear layer
– Ht : Hidden features

• Output:
– Ht+1: Evolved features

function Ht+1 = EvolveLinear(Ht , Wt )
Wt+1 = LSTM(Wt )
Ht+1 = Wt+1 * Ht

1: end function

3.1.2 GNN: graph neural network

In this paper, we refer to the GNN model as the one proposed in [27]. For various graph
neural network models, refer to the comprehensive review in [28]. Generally, a graph neural
network seeks to aggregate the information over node neighbourhoods in [27]. The GNN
framework involves a learnable matrix as in a standard neural network but encompasses the
neighbouring information of the central node. Thus, we can simply express GNN as follows:

x
′
i = �1.xi + �2.

∑

j∈N (i)

xi , (3)

where �1 and �2 are learnable matrices, x
′
i is the embeddings of the node i with inputs xi

and x j as the main node features and its neighbouring node, respectively. N (i) is the set of
neighbouring nodes belonging to i . In (3), the first term is a linear transformation of the node
itself followed by aggregated features of the neighbourhood information from the source to
the target node (current to previous transaction).

3.1.3 RecGNN: recurrent graph neural network

Bitcoin data incorporates temporal information in a graph network of Bitcoin transactions.
Our matchless model exploits the temporal information first. Then, the hidden features are
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squashed by theReLUactivation function and forwarded to theGNNmodel in order to exploit
the graph topology of the Bitcoin data. The graph embeddings are followed by ReLU and
forwarded to a linear layer in order to output the node classification of licit/illicit transactions.
More formally, RecGNN can be expressed as:

X1
t = ReLU(M-LSTM(Xt )),

X2
t = ReLU(GNN(X1

t )),

X3
t = softmax(Linear(X2

t )),

(4)

where Xt is the node feature matrix associated with graph Gt ; Xl
t is the hidden features in

layer l. The softmax activation function is used to output class predictions.
The power of graph neural networks is involved in the aggregated information from the

neighbouring nodes providing promising results in several fields e.g. social networks [29].
However, the studies on Elliptic data has shown that the classical random forest is superior
over graph convolutional networks (GCNs). Thus, the embedding features with GCNs are
subject to mixed information once aggregated leading to a lower performance. For this
purpose, we propose additional features from the neighbouring nodes that are concatenated
with the local features of Elliptic data and used in our experiments. This solution is assumed to
alleviate any information loss caused by feature aggregation and provide further improvement
by including additional well-designed and informative features.

3.2 ANF: antecedent neighbouring features

Antecedent neighbouring nodes are the incoming transaction nodes to the node of interest.
The idea of representing these nodes as a backup in the main node is due to the loss of
information caused by the GNN model on this data. Representing the neighbouring nodes
by concatenation in a fixed number of features is a challenging task. Intuitively, we propose
two features that correspond to the two types of labels as licit and illicit, respectively. These
new features are defined by the number of licit and illicit antecedent nodes that are attached
up to 1-hop of the main node as depicted in Fig. 2. If the labels of all previous nodes are
not available, we assign zeros for both features. Our approach can be viewed as a sequential
node classification of the Bitcoin transaction graph, in which the new nodes are based on the
antecedent nodes in the graph network. Thus, we can express the predictions of a node xi
associated with yi as the class label as follows:

ŷi = P(yi‖xi , ŷN (i)),

where yi is the class predictions and ŷN (i) are the labels derived from the antecedent neigh-
bouring nodes of node i to be included as ANF features. We also note that GNN here
is supposed to explore the neighbouring information up to 1-hop. On the other hand, the
antecedent nodes also acquire information from their ancestors. Thus, the proposed model
technically explores the graph network up to 2-hop.

3.3 Data description

As mentioned earlier, we use Bitcoin data, a graph of Bitcoin transactions that is presented in
[5]. This data spans 49 timesteps corresponding to a Bitcoin transaction graph each, which
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Fig. 2 Example of extracting antecedent neighbouring features (ANF)

is acquired uniformly in a time interval of two weeks according to [5]. In accordance, the
licit/illicit labelling process is informed via a heuristics-based reasoning process. We use the
local features (LF) excluding the time-step and concatenated with the two additional features
(ANF) that we refer to as “LF+ANF” which are in total 95 features. For a fair comparison,
we follow the same procedure as in [5] for choosing the train/test split. The first 34 graphs
belong to the train set and the remaining 15 are used for testing referring to Fig. 1. The
distribution of licit/illicit transactions in train/test sets is summarised in Table 1.

3.4 Classical supervised learningmodel

To provide strong evidence about the performance of RecGNN, we benchmark the proposed
model against tree-based algorithms as in [6] as follows:

• Random Forest
• Extra Trees
• Bagging
• AdaBoost
• Gradient Boosting

In this paper, we opt for the above-listed supervised learning methods that have performed
better than the graph convolutional network used in [5] with the described data.

Table 1 Characteristics of
Elliptic data

Transactions Licit Illicit Unknown Total

Train set 26,432 3,462 106,371 136,265

Test set 15,587 1,083 50,834 67,504

Total 42,019 4,545 157,205 203,769
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4 Experiments and results

This section presents the experimental setup used to train the proposed RecGNN and other
supervised learning models.

Regarding the RecGNN model, we use the PyG package (Pytorch Geometric package in
Python programming language) to conduct our experiments [30]. We use the same hyper-
parameters that are chosen in [7] on Elliptic data. Thus, the model is trained with 50 epochs,
wherein the graphs are fed in 34 batches per epoch. Adam optimiser is used to train the model
with a learning rate of 0.0015. The size of hidden layers (M-LSTM and GNN) is set to 50
and a dropout layer is added with a dropout ratio of 0.5. GNN learns the graph embeddings
from the present node to its antecedent neighbours. We use the softmax output as mentioned
earlier to provide the class predictions. We choose a non-weighted negative likelihood loss
function. The convergence of RecGNN model is depicted in Fig. 3 Also, we train the multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) using the same procedure of RecGNN but with linear layers instead
of LSTM and GNN to be included in the benchmark methods.

For the provided classical supervised learning algorithms,we use scikit-learn package [31]
to classify Elliptic data. Following the same settings in [6], we fit the train set to Random
Forest with hyper-parameters n_trees = 100 and max_depth = 50, Extra Trees (same
hyper-parameters as random forest), Gradient Boosting with learning rate 0.01, AdaBoost
and Bagging classifiers with Random Forest as the base estimator.

After training the models, we evaluate the performance of RecGCN using accuracy, preci-
sion, recall and f 1-score, then we compare it against the given supervised learning using the
new set of features (LF+ANF) as shown in Table 2. We plot the ROC curve and present the
AUC scores in Fig. 4 to reveal the goodness of classification of these models on “LF+ANF”
features. In addition, we show f1-scores of the illicit transactions per timestep on the test set
of the given models that are provided in Fig. 5.

To highlight the effect of “ANF” features, we evaluate the performance of RecGNN that
is only fed with “LF” features. Moreover, we have also gathered the evaluations of the best-
performing algorithms on Elliptic data from previous studies. We then compare RecGNN

Fig. 3 RecGNN Model Convergence: Loss versus number of epochs of train and test sets
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Table 2 Evaluation of models’ performance using the overall features (AF+ANF): Experimental results of
various supervised learning algorithms on Bitcoin data

Model(LF+ANF) % Accuracy % Precision % Recall % F1-score

RecGNN 98.99 97.9 86.33 91.75

Random Forest 97.77 91.68 72.29 80.84

Extra Trees 97.61 89.51 71.74 79.65

Bagging 97.75 91.75 71.92 80.64

AdaBoost 97.75 91.26 72.39 80.74

Gradient Boosting 97.39 99.84 60.01 74.97

MLP 97.37 87.12 69.99 77.62

Fig. 4 ROC-AUC plot on Bitcoin data

Fig. 5 Illicit f1-scores for test set versus timestep of supervised learning algorithms on Elliptic data
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Table 3 Experimental results of
RecGNN with LF vs LF+ANF
features

Model % Accuracy % F1-score

RecGNNLF+ANF 98.99 91.75

RecGNNLF 97.42 76.98

Random Forest [5] 97.4 77.3

Ensemble Learning [6] 98.13 83.36

Graph Convolutional Net-
work [7]

97.4 77.3

Random Forest + Guilty-
Walker [11]

98.3 85

ASXGBoost [21] 96.1 71.8

Comparison of results between the previous studies and ours on Elliptic
data

with “LF+ANF” against RecGNN with “LF” and evaluations from previous studies using
accuracies and f1-scores as tabulated in Table 3.

5 Discussion

The proposedmodel “RecGNN” has attained significant success overall benchmarkmethods,
including random forest, with accuracy and f1-score of 98.99% and 91.75%, respectively,
using the “LF+ANF” set of features. Also, RecGNN has revealed the highest AUC score of
value 99.2% achieving the state-of-the-art on Elliptic data. Referring to Table 3, we show that
RecGNN with “LF+ANF” features outperforms the same model with “LF” features only.
Consequently, this explains the importance of the recurrent graph-based learning algorithm
besides the proposed features. On the other hand, RecGNN with “LF+ANF” has revealed a
noticeable outperformance over previous studies that attained the highest accuracy of 98.3%

Fig. 6 True Illicit number of nodes versus timesteps by RecGNN
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using the GuiltyWalker method on Elliptic data, referring to Table 3. In addition, the work in
[23] has reported an accuracy of 99.08% but with 62.81% precision on Elliptic data using the
naive Bayes classifier. Also, the study in [24] has reported f1-score of 90.27% on the same
data but with 97.8% accuracy using MGC-LSTM. Since the latter two studies have followed
different train/test split, these papers cannot be fairly compared with ours.

On the other hand, an interesting event, called “The Dark Market Shutdown” in [5], has
occurred at timestep 43. This event is the sudden closure of the black market during the time
span of this Elliptic data. At this timestep, supervised learning models have failed to capture
illicit transactions in previous studies using the original features of the data. Our proposed
approach has revealed a significant improvement in capturing illicit transactions during this
timestep of f1-score greater than 80% as depicted in Fig. 5.

Regarding the limitations of our approach, we plot the total number of illicit transactions
and their true positives under RecGNN as shown in Fig. 6. We note that RecGNN is capable
of matching the true labels of illicit transactions most of the timesteps, whereas its poor-
est performance is revealed at the 49th timestep. This is due to the topology of the Bitcoin
transaction graph of Elliptic data at this timestep, where the illicit transactions are not asso-
ciated with any incoming transactions. So, there are no available “ANF” features in these

Fig. 7 Snapshot of Bitcoin transaction subgraph of Elliptic data at timestep 43. Blue, red and grey coloured
nodes belong respectively to licit, illicit, and unknown labelled transactions
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Fig. 8 Snapshot of a transaction
up to the 1-hop neighbourhood of
Bitcoin transaction subgraph of
Elliptic at the 43 timestep. Blue,
red and grey coloured nodes
belong respectively to licit, illicit,
and unknown labels of the
transactions. The indices on the
nodes denote the order of these
nodes in the graph network of
Elliptic at the provided timestep

transactions. Our proposed approach is sequential where its complexity increases with the
number of nodes. Hence, multi-step ahead prediction could be explored in order to mitigate
the time complexity issue, however, the error of prediction is expected to increase as more
steps ahead are anticipated.

6 Visualisation and case-study

Visualisation is an inevitable part of AML compliance. Using the Pyvis package in Python,
we plot a snapshot of the Bitcoin transaction subgraph network of Elliptic data at timestep 43
as depicted in Fig. 7 in which the dark market shutdown has occurred. Clearly, it is very hard
to trace any source of funds using only the visualisation tools. However, a little visualisation
is still needed in support and explainability of the model. Referring to Fig. 7, we pick an
arbitrary illicit transaction such that it is incorrectly predicted by RecGNN as a case study.
We plot this node up to a 1-hop neighbourhood as shown in Fig. 8. The node of interest is
indexed by “442” which represents the order of this transaction in Elliptic data at timestep
43. Furthermore, this transaction incorporates an in-degree transaction indexed “441” with
an unknown label (not provided by Elliptic) and out-degree transactions indexed “304” (licit)
and “4636” (illicit). The reason behind studying this incorrectly predicted transaction is due
to the unknown label of the in-degree transaction in which ANF features of the chosen node
are unavailable ((0,0) for (# licit, # illicit)). Intuitively, we perform backward reasoning for
the unlabelled node by supposing two cases as follows:

1. Assuming the “441” node transaction is licit, we assign (1,0) for the ANF set of features
for the “442” node transaction.

2. Assuming the “441” node transaction is illicit, we assign (0,1) for the ANF set of features
for the “442” node transaction.

Using RecGNN, we predict the label of “442” transaction after considering each of the
preceded cases. Consequently, the “442” node transaction is predicted as licit with the first
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case and as illicit with the second one. Thus, it would be reasonable to say that the unlabelled
node “441” is an illicit transaction, wherein RecGNN correctly predicts “442” as illicit.
Surprisingly, the node “441” is predicted as an illicit transaction after forwarding its features
to RecGNN, which emphasises our reasoning process. The transaction with index “441” is
originally associated with a transaction ID of “94336887” as an encrypted ID provided by
the Elliptic company.

7 Conclusion

To combatmoney laundering in Bitcoin, we have proposed a novel approach using a recurrent
graph neural network (RecGNN) to predict illicit transactions in Elliptic data, a graph network
of Bitcoin transactions. RecGNN, based on a modified LSTM and graph neural network,
exploits the temporal andgraph structure of graph-baseddata,wherein the nodes belong to real
transactions in Bitcoin and edges to the flow of payments. Our novel approach incorporates
a new set of features named antecedent neighbouring features (ANF). These features besides
the original local features of Elliptic have attained an accuracy and f1-score of 98.99% and
91.72% achieving the state-of-the-art using RecGNN, rather than its capability in capturing
the dark market shutdown event at 43th timestep. On the other hand, we have provided a
case study to reveal the strength of “ANF” features in backward reasoning by predicting
the antecedent nodes labels of an already identified label of the main node. RecGNN is a
beneficial practical implication of illegal transaction prediction in the Bitcoin blockchain of
Elliptic data where other datasets could be investigated in future work.

One limitation of the RecGNN model is its performance degradation when there are
no incoming transactions, leading to a lack of available “ANF” features. Additionally, the
complexity of our sequential approach increases with the number of nodes, which may pose
challenges in terms of computational efficiency.

The future directions should be pointed towards the detailed exploration of the dynamicity
of the Bitcoin graph network since the time series of Bitcoin transactions are volatile and
susceptible to changes in their features.
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